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This proposal requests the encoding of two characters used in the medieval palaeography. If this 
proposal is accepted, the following characters will exist: 

 

          A7D8         LATIN CAPITAL LETTER SIGMOID S 

           A7D9         LATIN SMALL LETTER SIGMOID S 

                                     • used in Middle Cornish, Middle English, and Middle Scots 
 
1. SIGMOID S. A letter common in Britain has long been identified, but is now proposed here for 
encoding because, for palaeographic purposes, its encoding can help identify and date hands. The 
proposal to encode this character is analogous to the proposal for encoding the ANGLICANA W: its 
identity has always been recognized, but it has only been in palaeographic context that its 
coexistence alongside Roman s and LONG S has been observed. An editor may transcribe w/ꟃ or 
w/ꟃ as w in some kinds of transcriptions, just as an editor may transcribe ſ/s and ſ/s as s, but 
in a palaeographic edition, the distinction between w and ꟃ or ſ and s (or r and ꝛ, etc) can be made. 
In the case of the SIGMOID S, a three-way distinction has been found in some manuscripts, so like the 
ANGLICANA W it should be distinguished at character level.  
 
2. Ordering. These characters should be sorted as variants of the letter s. Note: The following 
changes to the UCA should also be made.  

• The letters LATIN CAPITAL LETTER R ROTUNDA and LATIN SMALL LETTER R ROTUNDA should be sorted 
as variants of the letter r, not as separate letters between ꭆ and ᴙ.  

• The letters LATIN CAPITAL LETTER ANGLICANA W and LATIN SMALL LETTER ANGLICANA W should be 
sorted as variants of the letter w, not as separate letters between (small-capital) ᴡ and ⱳ.  

 
3. Security. As an historic character, it is expected that the SIGMOID S will not be required in 
identifiers. 
 
4. Unicode Character Properties. Character properties are proposed here. 
 
A7D8;LATIN CAPITAL LETTER SIGMOID S;Lu;0;L;;;;;N;;;;A7D9; 
A7D9;LATIN SMALL LETTER SIGMOID S;Ll;0;L;;;;;N;;;A7D8;;A7D8 
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6. Figures. 

 

 
 
Figure 1. Example from Johnson and Jenkinson 1915:44–45 showing a variety of lower-case s’s. 
The SIGMOID S appears in the thirteenth century and can be seen in Nos. 10, 15, 17, 19, and 21. 
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Figure 2. Example from Johnson and Jenkinson 1915:46–47 showing a variety of upper-case S’s. 
The SIGMOID S appears in the thirteenth century and can be seen in Nos. 12–17. 
 

 

 
 

Figure 3. Example from Wright 1960:xv-xvi describing the development of the SIGMOID S. Wright 
describes three forms: ſ, s, and .  
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Figure 4. Example from Parkes 1979: Plate 20 (MS Bodley 467 (SC. 2487), f. 120r), in which 
ordinary S (with a B-shape; see Figure 8 below) is usual in final position, but in which LONG S and 
SIGMOID S both begin words; LONG S also appears medially. The text, a commentary by Richard Rolle 
on the Psalter, reads: 
 

þu alle gaa. and þu alle defoule þe lyonne and þe dragonn. þe  
nake ꟃarpys þe tade nuryſchˢ þe ege. and þarof is bꝛoght foꝛth 
þe baſylyke. þat is cald kenge of erpentys. foꝛ a ꟃhyt ſpotte is in  
hys heved þat makys hym to ſeme as he hadd a dyademe. on hys 
ſtynkand ſmell ſlaſe ſerpentꝭ hys fologhys þat fleghes abouen hym 
hys yght laſe atte yfand thyngˢ bot ȝit þe ꟃeſel ouercu̅mys hym 

 

 
 
Figure 5. Example from Roberts 2005:161, the beginning of Section VII “The Gothic system of 
scripts: Anglicana” describing a variety of features including “the sigma-shaped s that looks a little 
like the numeral 6”. 
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Figure 6. Example from Simpson 1998:14–15 inwhich the secretary hand is described, along with 
the “short-s which looks like a Greek sigma (σ)”. Note the shape in which the tail of the sigma 
ascends; this is quite common in some hands. 
 

 
Figure 7. Example in a semi-Gothic minuscule book hand, from Denholm-Young 1964: Plate 12 (a 
text written by Matthew Paris, Brit. Mus. Royal MS 14C. vii, f. 150), showing LONG S used in all 
positions, as in poteſtaſ ſupra in line 2.  
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Figure 8. Example in an English vernacular hand c. 1430, from Denholm-Young 1964: Plate 22 
(“The Solace of Pilgrimys”, Brit. Mus. Royal MS 14C. vii, f. 150), showing Roman s with a B-like 
shape alongside LONG S. There are no examples of lower-case SIGMOID S in this text, though the 
capital S’s have the shape of No. 19 in Figure 2. Transcription: 
 

Ther is grete questiou̅ a mongis ſtudious men ꟃhirome hath ſꟃech grete pryuylege þat 
þe hed of alle criſtendum ſchule dꟃelle þer as for þe moſt part and alle þe cherchis of 
criſtendum ſchule obeye þat cherch as for a pͥncipla moder and norcher of oure feith 
u̅me men ſey it ꟃas ꝯuene̅t þat þ͛e ſchuld god be pͥcipaly honoured ꟃher he ꟃas 
pͥncipaly deſpiſed and þat cyte ꟃhech ꟃas heed of all errour ſchuld be mad aftirꟃard 
heed of all lernyng o can oure lord as feith ſei̅t auſtin make his gode þingis of our ende. 

 

 
Figure 9. Example in a secretary hand c. 1509, from Denholm-Young 1964: Plate 26 (a draft of the 
Coronation Oath made for Henry VIII and corrected by his hand, Brit. Mus. Cott. MS Tib. E viii, f. 
89), showing SIGMOID S which Denholm-Young describes as “flung s”. Transcription: 
 

Thi i the othe that the king ſhall ⸢then⸣ ſwere at the coronacion that he ſhall kepe and 
mayntene the ⸢lawfull⸣ right and the lib̅tee of holie church of old tyme gᷓunted by the 
rightuou Criſten kingꝭ of Englond And that he ⸢to the holy church of ingland not 
preiydyciall to hys Iuryſdyccion and dignite ryall and that he⸣ ſhall kepe all the londꝭ 
honour and dignyty rightuou[] . ⸢nott preiudiciall to hys Iurysdiction and dygnite ryall⸣
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Figure 10. Example from Johnson 1773:11, showing the glyph for SIGMOID S in the “Saxon 2” font 
cut by Edmund Fry. Fry of course had cut insular letterforms and in his own context (very different 
from that of the UCS) he paired  and ꞅ.  
 

 
Figure 11. Example from Fry 1799:260, showing the glyph for SIGMOID S in the “Saxon 2” and 
“Saxon 3” fonts cut by Edmund Fry. Figures 10 11 are shown for the typographic form of the CAPITAL 
SIGMOID S. 
 

 
Figure 12. Example from the MUFI Version 3.0, showing the characters for SIGMOID S given the 
name “s closed form”.  
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Figure 13. Example from Wright 1897: “A Hand much used in the Reign of James I” (of England, 
1566-1625). The printed transcription is given in the “Record type” devised in the 1770s for the 
printing of the Domesday book. Of interest in palaeographic transcription is the distinctions found 
in “cotie”, “defenſor”, “p͛ſente”, and “Sciatis”.  
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Figure 14. In the Gospel of John 4:23–31 (Egerton MS 2880, f. 91v). Here some final s’s are written 
by Nisbet with (B-shaped) LATIN SMALL LETTER S and some are written with LATIN SMALL LETTER 
SIGMOID S, alongside LATIN SMALL LETTER LONG S as usual. The palaeographic transcription of this 
passage (with punctuation and quotation marks added) follows:  
 

²³[Bot þe tyme is cumi ⁊ now it is quhen tꝛew ] wirſchippaꝛis ſal wirſchip þe fader in ſpirit ⁊ tꝛeuth: 
For alſa þe fader ſekes ſic þat wirſchippis him ⁰⁴⁻²⁴God is a ſpiꝛit: And it behuvi þame þat wirſchippis 
him to wirſchip in ſpiꝛit and tꝛeuth  

⁰⁴⁻²⁵The woman ſaid to him, I wate þᵗ Meſſias is cumi þat is ſaid Cꝛiſt: Tharfor quhen he cumi 
he ſall tell vs al thingis:  

⁰⁴⁻²⁶Ieſus ſais to hir: I am he þat ſpeki with þee:  
⁰⁴⁻²⁷And anon his diſcipl̅is com ⁊ wonndꝛit þat he ſpak with þe woman; neu͛þeles na man ſaid to 

him: quhat ſeki þou or quhat ſpekis þou with hir:  
⁰⁴⁻²⁸Tharfor þe woman left hir watir pott ⁊ went into þe citee ⁊ ſaid to þa men ⁰⁴⁻²⁹Cum ȝe and ſe 

ȝe a man þat ſaid to me all thingi þat I haue done Quheþ͛ gif he be Cꝛiſt: ⁰⁴⁻³⁰And þai went out of 
þe citee ⁊ com to him:  

⁰⁴⁻³¹In þe meynquhile hi diſcipl̅is prait [him ⁊ ſaid: Maiſter ete.]  
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A. Administrative 
1. Title 
Proposal to add two SIGMOID S characters for mediaeval palaeography to the UCS 
2. Requester’s name 
Michael Everson 
3. Requester type (Member body/Liaison/Individual contribution) 
Individual contribution. 
4. Submission date 
2020-10-01 
5. Requester’s reference (if applicable) 
6. Choose one of the following: 
6a. This is a complete proposal 
Yes. 
6b. More information will be provided later 
No. 
 

B. Technical – General 
1. Choose one of the following: 
1a. This proposal is for a new script (set of characters) 
No. 
1b. Proposed name of script 
1c. The proposal is for addition of character(s) to an existing block 
Yes 
1d. Name of the existing block 
Latin Extended-D 
2. Number of characters in proposal 
2. 
3. Proposed category (A-Contemporary; B.1-Specialized (small collection); B.2-Specialized (large collection); C-Major extinct; D-
Attested extinct; E-Minor extinct; F-Archaic Hieroglyphic or Ideographic; G-Obscure or questionable usage symbols) 
Category A. 
4a. Is a repertoire including character names provided? 
Yes. 
4b. If YES, are the names in accordance with the “character naming guidelines” in Annex L of P&P document? 
Yes. 
4c. Are the character shapes attached in a legible form suitable for review? 
Yes. 
5a. Who will provide the appropriate computerized font (ordered preference: True Type, or PostScript format) for publishing the 
standard? 
Michael Everson. 
5b. If available now, identify source(s) for the font (include address, e-mail, ftp-site, etc.) and indicate the tools used: 
Michael Everson, Fontographer. 
6a. Are references (to other character sets, dictionaries, descriptive texts etc.) provided? 
Yes. 
6b. Are published examples of use (such as samples from newspapers, magazines, or other sources) of proposed characters attached? 
Yes. 
7. Does the proposal address other aspects of character data processing (if applicable) such as input, presentation, sorting, searching, 
indexing, transliteration etc. (if yes please enclose information)? 
Yes. 
8. Submitters are invited to provide any additional information about Properties of the proposed Character(s) or Script that will assist 
in correct understanding of and correct linguistic processing of the proposed character(s) or script. Examples of such properties are: 
Casing information, Numeric information, Currency information, Display behaviour information such as line breaks, widths etc., 
Combining behaviour, Spacing behaviour, Directional behaviour, Default Collation behaviour, relevance in Mark Up contexts, 
Compatibility equivalence and other Unicode normalization related information. See the Unicode standard at http://www.unicode.org 
for such information on other scripts. Also see Unicode Character Database http://www.unicode.org/ 
Public/UNIDATA/UnicodeCharacterDatabase.html and associated Unicode Technical Reports for information needed for 
consideration by the Unicode Technical Committee for inclusion in the Unicode Standard. 
See above. 
 

C. Technical – Justification 
1. Has this proposal for addition of character(s) been submitted before? If YES, explain. 
No. 
2a. Has contact been made to members of the user community (for example: National Body, user groups of the script or characters, 
other experts, etc.)? 
No. 
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2b. If YES, with whom? 
2c. If YES, available relevant documents 
3. Information on the user community for the proposed characters (for example: size, demographics, information technology use, or 
publishing use) is included? 
Germanicists, Anglicists, Celticists, dialectologists, lexicographers, and Scots. 
4a. The context of use for the proposed characters (type of use; common or rare) 
Common in Middle Cornish, Middle English, and Middle Scots. 
4b. Reference 
5a. Are the proposed characters in current use by the user community? 
Yes. 
5b. If YES, where? 
Various publications. 
6a. After giving due considerations to the principles in the P&P document must the proposed characters be entirely in the BMP? 
Yes. 
6b. If YES, is a rationale provided? 
Yes. 
6c. If YES, reference 
Accordance with the Roadmap. Keep with other Latin characters. 
7. Should the proposed characters be kept together in a contiguous range (rather than being scattered)? 
No. 
8a. Can any of the proposed characters be considered a presentation form of an existing character or character sequence? 
No.  
8b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? 
8c. If YES, reference 
9a. Can any of the proposed characters be encoded using a composed character sequence of either existing characters or other 
proposed characters? 
No. 
9b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? 
No. 
9c. If YES, reference 
10a. Can any of the proposed character(s) be considered to be similar (in appearance or function) to an existing character? 
Yes. 
10b. If YES, is a rationale for its inclusion provided? 
Yes. 
10c. If YES, reference 
Discussuon of the palaeographic usage is given above. 
11a. Does the proposal include use of combining characters and/or use of composite sequences (see clauses 4.12 and 4.14 in ISO/IEC 
10646-1: 2000)? 
Yes. 
11b. If YES, is a rationale for such use provided? 
No. 
11c. If YES, reference 
11d. Is a list of composite sequences and their corresponding glyph images (graphic symbols) provided? 
No. 
11e. If YES, reference 
12a. Does the proposal contain characters with any special properties such as control function or similar semantics? 
No. 
12b. If YES, describe in detail (include attachment if necessary) 
13a. Does the proposal contain any Ideographic compatibility character(s)? 
No. 
13b. If YES, is the equivalent corresponding unified ideographic character(s) identified? 
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